
Corporate dealmakers’ biggest goal is to execute on strategic objectives. While that goal has not changed, dealmakers’ playing 
field has been radically altered in the wake of COVID-19.1

Shifting concerns
What has moved up your priority list?

Rely on Datasite’s best-in-class project management team and technology platform 
to achieve your strategic objectives. Whether you’re working on a merger and 
acquisition, fundraising, restructuring, or something completely different, we help 
you run your process securely and efficiently.
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#wheredealsaremade

Datasite’s innovative technology creates a measurable impact on your bottom line. It empowers you to manage financial trans-
actions quickly and efficiently in a secure, virtual environment. So you can put balance back into your life.

Support for the

entire deal lifecycle

Accelerating technology adoption

efficiency gains

Realize material

24/7/365 project management support

9,000+ data rooms created annually

360,000+ corporate users

GDPR / CCPA compliant 

Transaction management 
in a post-COVID-19 world
How corporate dealmakers are 
reshaping their workflow to capitalize 
on the new normal

80% 40% 50%
Faster data room organization with 
auto-indexing, smart categories, and 
document previews with translation 
of 20+ languages.

Improvement in managing stakeholder 
communication with in-app Q&A  
– allowing for automated alerts  
and detailed reporting. 

Reduction in worktimes using 
AI/ML-enabled redaction tools 
to categorize, bulk redact, and 
unredact words and images.
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#1 52% 133%
Corporate dealmakers are the fastest 
adopters of our Analytics and Q&A tracking 
features. Their rapid  implementation 
of existing tools within the data room is 
evidence of a robust organic appetite for 
process improvement. 

Of corporate dealmakers rely on  
our Analytics tool to tell them who’s 
looking at which documents in the data 
room – and for how long. This helps them 
assess investor or buyer interest and 
protects against information leaks.

Increase in corporate use of our integrated 
redaction tool from 2H 2019 to 1H 2020. 
Time and cost savings from task automation 
make a substantial impact on companies’ 
bottom lines.

To operate in an all-virtual world, corporate dealmakers are reimagining pathways to success, and leaning into transaction 
management technology as never before. Here are 3 unique, corporate-specific trends from Datasite’s technology platform.2

Changing time frames 
Due diligence has...
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